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CAST OF CHARACTERS
Female Roles:
SALLY BONES, a drunken pirate captain, down on her luck.
MRS. HAWKINS, an overprotective mother.
BLIND PEW, a sightless beggarwoman.
LONG JOAN SILVER, a cunning and duplicitous pirate
woman – charismatic.
MRS. SITWELL, sarcastic and snappy servant.
MISS BEAN, cheerful and compliant servant.
JEN GUNN, an utterly mad woman, isolated for years.
The Pirates:
ISRAEL HANDS, the most evil of the pirate women.
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE, scary French woman.
MARY READE, tempestuous.
ANNE BONNEY, ruthless.
TESS MORGAN, dumb as a bag of rope.
MARIA LINDSEY, brave—perhaps reckless.
MARY "CRICKET" CRICHETT, petite and feisty.
LIZ PATRICKSON, rough and ready Irish lass.
Male Roles:
JIM HAWKINS, a 12-year-old boy.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY, upper class, overprivileged dandy.
DR. LIVESEY, a country doctor.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT, a stiff, principled, but old-fashioned
sea captain.
FIRST MATE ALAN ARROW, sadistic.

BOSUN ABRAHAM GRAY, loyal and brave.
TOM REDRUTH, a ship's carpenter who speaks in Sussex
dialect. Incomprehensible.
Inn Patrons:
FARMER GILES, bluff and simple.
DOUG THE UNDERTAKER, sallow and creepy.
BONES THE BUTCHER, could bench press a bull.
PETER THE PORTER, quiet—only one word (but gets a
laugh.)
Roles for Male or Female:
THE PARROT, a recorded sound effect, or an off stage voice
performer.
Merchants:
MEAT PIE SELLER
MERCHANT OF THINGS
FRUIT DEALER
INN PATRONS, DOCKSIDE SAILORS.
Small Cast
Doubles and triples are possible, some roles can combine.
Large Cast
The four bar patrons become seven. Pirates divide roles.
Playwright assistance with combining or dividing roles
happily given. Occasions when the exact number of pirates is
mentioned in the dialogue can of course be changed to suit.

A NOTE ON CASTING
The play is about traditional societal roles and restrictions
based on class, privilege and gender. While a particular
character may be played by an actor of either gender, that
should not change the gender of the character (i.e. if a
character is male, the role should be played as male, regardless
of the actor's gender). It is anticipated that the role of Jim will
typically be played by a girl.
TIME
1756, the Golden Age of Piracy.
SETTING
ACT I
Scene 1—The Admiral Benbow Inn.
Scene 2—A foggy country lane.
Scene 3—The Hispaniola.
Scene 4—Dockside in Bristol.
Scene 5—The Hispaniola.
Scene 6—The Hispaniola.
Scene 7—The captain's cabin.
ACT II
Scene 1—The stockade.
Scene 2—The island.
Scene 3—The Hispaniola.
Scene 4—The island.
Scene 5—The stockade.
Scene 6—The island shoreline.

SET DESIGN
Sets can be simple or elaborate—or a combination, where even
numbered scenes play in front of a curtain or scrim while the
major set pieces (odd numbered scenes) are set/struck.
In the second act, it may be preferable to set Scene 3 on a
separate, partial Hispaniola set (maybe the bow & jib), in front
of the curtain, and leave the Stockade set in place.
The descriptions in the text are only what the playwright
assumed for basic staging—considerable flexibility is expected
in adjusting the action given the constraints of creating a pirate
ship on stage, etc.
A NOTE ON WEAPONRY
There's no way to stage a version of Treasure Island without
pistols, muskets and swords; but it is hoped by this playwright
that all gunfire—in particular the assault on the stockade with
its close quarters—be presented by sound effects and brilliant
acting. The dangers (not to mention the expense) of blankfiring period weapons should not be underestimated.
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ACT I
SCENE 1
(Our play starts in the Admiral Benbow Inn, a quiet country
pub in Black Hill Cove, in England's north country. There are
two entrances—one ostensibly to the upstairs rooms, [Side] the
other to the outside [Front Door] and a sign that reads: Room
and Board—tuppence. Room and Bed—fourpence. CAPTAIN
SALLY BONES sprawls across a table, a mug of grog in her
hand.)

	
 

SALLY: (Music is appended. Sings:) Fifteen men on a dead
man's chest, yo ho ho and a bottle of rum,
Drink and the devil had done for the rest, yo heave ho...and a
bottle of uh...something.
(She drinks:)
Wi' only one man left alive, yo ho ho and a bottle of rum,
What put to sea wi' seventy-five,
Yo heave ho and a bottle of rum!
'Twas a cutlass swipe or an ounce of lead,
Or a yawin' hole in a battered head,
And the scuppers ran with a rotting red.
There they lay, under sodden skies,
Their lookouts fixed on paradise,
Their souls bound just contrarywise—
Yo heave ho and a bottle of...
(She thinks:)
Rum!
(She leaps up.)
SALLY: Cabin boy—avast! Fetch more rum, me mug's as dry
as the bones of me old shipmate, Cap'n Flint. Buried with a
secret, Flint was. Fill me mug, boy, and we'll drink to Cap'n
Flint's bones, and a secret never found out!
© Arthur M. Jolly
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(JIM HAWKINS enters, as though pushed.)
JIM: (To the unseen pusher behind him:) Mum!
SALLY: There ye are! More rum, sprog.
JIM: Maybe you've had enough, ma'am.

	
 

MRS. HAWKINS: (Off:) Don't forget the money!
JIM: And you...uh...the shillings you gave my mother...you've
drunk them. And then some.

	
 

SALLY: (Threatening with the sword:) Is it me credit you're
worried about, lad?
JIM: More your cutlass! (Beat.) My mother had some concerns
in that direction.
SALLY: A fine woman, wi' scarcely a hair on her chin that
ain't proper.
(She fishes a gold coin from her purse.)
There ye are—a gold doubloon. I'll reckon I can drink on that
a few more nights, aye?
(Jim brings a bottle over.)
JIM: A week at least, even at the amount you...that'll do nicely.
(Sally offers the coin—but withdraws it at the last second.)
SALLY: Have you seen her?
JIM: No Ma'am. I've been watching careful, like you said.
SALLY: A one-legged seafarin' woman...and her evil
shipmates, all women. Scraggly, mangy women. She-devils
of the sea!
JIM: I've been looking, Mistress Bones, lookin' out my window
with a spyglass every chance I get, looking for women, hoping
ever so much to see one. No women. Not one.
© Arthur M. Jolly
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(MRS. HAWKINS enters.)
MRS. HAWKINS: You've been doing what?
JIM: Not like that, mum! I was only watching on behalf of
Sally Bones! She's afeared of a one-legged woman and her
cutthroat crew!

	
 

MRS. HAWKINS: (Praying:) Lord, in your mercy, please
strike my son blind for his sinful ways. Thank you.
SALLY: Quit jabberin'! The lad watches for me on my orders
as captain of this ship!
MRS. HAWKINS: This is my pub, Cap'n Bones.
SALLY: Captain of this pub!
MRS. HAWKINS: A woman posin' as captain—it's not
natural.
SALLY: And who runs this pub?
MRS. HAWKINS: Don't change the subject. Going to sea...is
that any place for a woman?

	
 

SALLY: (Simply:) It be every place for a woman.
MRS. HAWKINS: That's as may be, but I'll thank you to keep
your wild sea yarns to yourself. You're giving the boy ideas.
JIM: I think it would be a fine adventure.
MRS. HAWKINS: Exactly! No son of mine will ever set foot
on a ship—and I'll be putting a parental control on that
spyglass, too.
JIM: Mum!
SALLY: Lad—just keep a weather eye out for that evil creature
and her horde. I'll take me grog to go.
(She slams the coin down on the table, grabs the bottle and
exits to the rooms. A pause.)
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MRS. HAWKINS: She's gone.
(From every possible hiding place various PATRONS emerge,
behind the bar, inside barrels, behind curtains, under tables...the
more the funnier. Among them are DR. LIVESEY, SQUIRE
TRELAWNEY,
FARMER
GILES,
DOUG
THE
UNDERTAKER, BONES THE BUTCHER, PETER THE
PORTER and others.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: She's gone—truly?
MRS. HAWKINS: Aye.
DR. LIVESEY: What an unpleasant creature. Such language!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Disgusting. Drinking rum in the
middle of the day. (To Jim:) Jim lad—a glass of rum.
JIM: Aye aye, Squire.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Yes.
aye"—you're not a sailor.

It's "Yes, Squire" not "Aye

JIM: I wish I were. Sailing on the seven seas, fighting with
pirates, battling a gale round the Cape.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Teeth rotting of scurvy and body
shaking from yellowjack, like as not. You'll not catch me
ploughing the ocean waves, not for all the tea in China.
FARMER GILES: Can't do that anyhows—the horses would
sink.
MRS. HAWKINS: We must do something.
away all my business!

She's driving

BONES THE BUTCHER: Who wants to drink where you
might get hit with a cutlass?
DOUG THE UNDERTAKER: And those songs she sings—
they give me nightmares!
© Arthur M. Jolly
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DR. LIVESEY: There's only one thing for it. We must
convince her to give up the demon drink, and turn her into a
decent woman.
DOUG THE UNDERTAKER: Aye! Then perhaps she will
learn her place—doing laundry and so forth.
BONES THE BUTCHER: Aye—we stop her drinking first
thing!
MRS. HAWKINS: Now Gentlemen, let's not be hasty—
mayhap there's a way I could keep your business, and still get
her money as well... She drinks almost as much as the rest of
you put together, 'cepting the Squire.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Thank you m'dear—but it's her or us.
MRS. HAWKINS: I'm just a poor widow trying to keep a roof
over her head...
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: There's nothing for it—we'll have to
drink more to make up the loss.
DR. LIVESEY: A creditable plan.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Rum for everyone!
PATRONS: Huzzah!
MRS. HAWKINS: You're a fine man, Squire, and ready to do
your part for the common good.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: The question is—how do we break
this woman of her fiendish addiction?
DR. LIVESEY: Jim, lad—you've heard her yarns, her wild
tales of pirates, of sea-battles...is there nowt she's afraid of?
JIM: Only a one-legged woman, Doctor. A sea-faring woman,
like herself. She lives in mortal peril of her.
DR. LIVESEY: I have an idea. Mrs. Hawkins—I must see
your wardrobe.
© Arthur M. Jolly
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MRS. HAWKINS: Doctor! I am a widow, not a fallen woman!

	
 

DR. LIVESEY: (Dry:) You have nothing to fear on that
account. Show me to your wardrobe.
(Dr. Livesy and Mrs. Hawkins exit at the side door.
HAMMERING on the front door.)

A

JIM: Who is out there?
BLIND PEW: (Off:) 'Tis I—Blind Pew! A poor beggarwoman,
who has lost the precious sight of her eyes— All heaven bless
you and keep you from such a fate yourself.
(Jim opens the front door, and BLIND PEW enters, tapping her
way with her staff. Her eyes are wrapped with a crusty, stained
bandage. Peter the Porter closes the door behind her.)
Can any kind soul tell me where I may be?
JIM: You are at the Admiral Benbow Inn, Black Hill Cove.
BLIND PEW: A voice! A young voice. Will you give me your
hand, my kind young friend, and lead me in?
(Jim offers his hand, and Pew grabs his arm, twisting it.)
Where is she?
JIM: Ow! Let go—you're hurting me!
BLIND PEW: I can hurt you more! Take me to the woman
that calls herself Capt'n Sally Bones or I'll twist yer arm clean
from yer socket, I will!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I say—let him go!
(A pause.)
BLIND PEW: Is there someone else here?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Yes, there is!
FARMER GILES: More than one.
© Arthur M. Jolly
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DOUG THE UNDERTAKER: There's a whole bunch of us.
BONES THE BUTCHER: I'm here, but don't tell my wife.
(The other Patrons ad-lib: "Aye," "Me too," "I'm here,
Huckleberry," etc.)
BLIND PEW: Oh. (To Jim:) I thought you was alone. (Beat.)
I'll come back later.
(She turns and runs into the door. Wham. A beat. Peter opens
the door for her.)
PETER THE PORTER: Sorry.
(Blind Pew staggers out. Sally Bones enters from the side door.)
SALLY: That voice! I heard me a voice I ain't heard in a crow's
age... and yet not long enough!
SQUIRE
TRELAWNEY:
beggarwoman...Pew!

She's

gone.

A

blind

	
 

BONES THE BUTCHER: (Waving the air around himself:)
Sorry—that was me.
SALLY: They've found me. They've tracked me down! Boy!
Fetch me a mug of grog!
JIM: The doctor said—
SALLY: Curses on that sawbones! 'Tis rum I need, lad!
(Dr. Livesy enters—wearing a dress and hopping on one leg.)
DR. LIVESEY: (Falsetto:) Oh, I've been sailing up and down
the ocean! Sally Bones, 'tis I—come to warn you of the demon
drink!
(Sally freezes—too afraid to turn around.)
SALLY: Jim lad—speak to me truly—what stands behind me?
JIM: A fearsome sight, Mistress Bones—I do not lie.
© Arthur M. Jolly
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SALLY: A one-legged woman?
JIM: In a manner of...I see only one leg, Mistress.
SALLY: A sea-faring woman, though—truly?
JIM: I have never seen such a one as her on land.

	
 

DR. LIVESEY: (Falsetto:) Aye aye wi' a mainbrace, and hoist
up the bowsprit, arrh, arrh—shiver me timbers wi' a
marlinspike. Shun the demon drink, says I!
FARMER GILES: Or at least go to some other pub.
(Sally clutches her heart...and collapses.)
JIM: She fainted!
(Dr. Livesy checks her pulse.)
DR. LIVESEY: 'Tis a stroke!
DOUG THE UNDERTAKER: Fetch a doctor!
DR. LIVESEY: I am the doctor!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Fetch a doctor who isn't wearing a
dress!
DR. LIVESEY: I can still doctor, Squire Trelawney, for all my
attire may be unconventional!
FARMER GILES: 's not proper, a woman in the medical
profession!
DR. LIVESEY: I'm not a woman!
BONES THE BUTCHER: By his outfit, sir, a man is known.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well said—put on your breeches this
instant!
JIM: I think she's dying.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And quick, hang you—this woman's
dying!
© Arthur M. Jolly
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JIM: Please hurry, Doctor.
SALLY: A glass of rum. Just a tot.
DR. LIVESEY: A tot of rum won't kill you, Sally Bones, but if
you take one you'll take another and another, and I stake my
wig if you don't break off short, you'll die—do you
understand that? Die.
(Dr. Livesy exits at the side door.)
SALLY: You heard the doctor—a tot won't kill me.
(Dr. Livesy pops back in again.)
DR. LIVESEY: Sally—listen to me now—the name of rum for
you is death!
(He exits.)
SALLY: Quick, Jim, a glass of death!
FARMER GILES: 'tain't right, a woman hogging all the rum.
DOUG THE UNDERTAKER: We must cure you of this
terrible affliction.
SALLY: I'm dying!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Yes, but that doesn't mean you can
drink all the rum first.
SALLY: One last glass before I hoist me anchor for a distant
shore.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well...one.
(The Squire starts to proffer his mug—catches himself. Eyes it.
To Jim:)
Got anything smaller?
(Jim indicates: behind the bar. As Squire Trelawney goes to
fetch the tiniest mug you've ever seen, Sally clutches Jim's arm:)
© Arthur M. Jolly
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SALLY: Jim, lad—me heart—it's done for.
JIM: Your heart!
SALLY: Look in me chest.
JIM: For your heart?
SALLY: No, me heart's not in me chest.
JIM: Yes it is.
SALLY: No, it ain't!
JIM: I can check with the doctor, but I'm pretty sure it is.
SALLY: Look in me chest, lad! Reach in the lining and find
me map!
(Jim reaches into her bodice—Mrs. Hawkins enters.)
MRS. HAWKINS: What are you doing, Jim!
JIM: She asked me to!

	
 

MRS. HAWKINS: (Praying:) Oh Lord, please bless my son
with the plague so that his dirty hands fall off and he won't be
tempted, amen.
PATRONS: Amen.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: God bless us, every one!
SALLY: Not my bodice, my sea chest!
JIM: I'm so sorry—I honestly thought you meant...
(He gestures. Mrs. Hawkins clips him upside the head.)
MRS. HAWKINS: That's for what you was thinking.
SALLY: Inside me sea chest!
JIM: What's inside your sea chest?
SALLY: Treasure, lad. A fortune in treasure!
(A beat.)
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Out! Everyone out. Get out! This
woman needs air! Give her some room!
(All the Patrons exit the front door.)
MRS. HAWKINS: I'll fetch the Doctor!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And his breeches!
(Mrs. Hawkins exits at the side as the Squire kneels down and
offers Sally his glass of rum.)
Treasure, did you say?
SALLY: Captain Flint's treasure—a fortune in gold we had,
and we buried it on a deserted isle... And it's all in me sea
chest!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Don't be silly, an island would never
fit!
SALLY: A map. There's a map in it.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well strike me blue and call me Dora.
JIM: Captain Flint's great secret...was a map?
SALLY: That weren't Flint's secret—that's long buried.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Captain Flint—who terrorized all
England with his wicked ways? He left buried treasure?
SALLY: That's why they're after me. They've come for the
map.
JIM: Who's after you?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: When you say a fortune, do you have
an approximate value? What kind of pound sterling amount
are we talking?
SALLY: Jim—you've always been a good lad—kept a fair
lookout for me old shipmates for me. I 'preciate it, I do, and
you can lay to that.
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Because a fortune for yourself, or
some such minimum-wage earning welfare leech, is hardly
going to keep me in boots for a month.
SALLY: Don't let that scurvy crew get their blood-smirched
hands upon it.
JIM: I won't, Cap'n.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Whereas what someone of my station
might consider a fortune, I doubt you could conceive of such a
sum.
SALLY: Seven hundred thousand pounds, Squire, in gold and
precious jewels, taken from the Spanish by Captain Flint's own
hand. Flint burned a dozen galleons to get it, and sent two
hundred Spanish souls to a watery grave.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Oh, it makes one proud to be British.
Seven hundred thousand, you say?
SALLY: Is that fortune enough for you?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: For good King George and half the
members of Parliament, I should imagine. With that kind of
money, one could buy an election! Quick now, where do I
find this map?
SALLY: It's the boy I'm giving it to.
JIM: What?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Him? What does he know about
money—he's as poor as a widow's son. (To Jim:) No offense to
your father, Jim, but let's face it—the man's dead. Dead, dead,
dead. Moldering in the ground, being eaten by worms,
and...what's that kind of fly that lays its eggs in rotting meat?
You know the ones, little white maggots wriggling
everywhere. Those. (Beat.) Sorry, I just realized that was
tactless... (To Sally:) ...what with you dying and all. Got that to
© Arthur M. Jolly
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look forward to, I s'pose. My bad. (Beat.) Tragic, in a way, for
the lad—but they get over it at that age. It was weeks ago.
SALLY: Jim! I want you to have it, lad! Take the map. Get
yerself aboard a ship, kill the captain, kill the crew, and sail
it...to Treasure Island!
JIM: I can't do that!
SALLY: Sure you can—just pull the ropes and turn the wheel
in the direction you want to go.
JIM: I could never kill a fellow human being.
SALLY: Once you have that map...you won't have no say in
the matter. They're coming for it.
JIM: I won't kill.
SALLY: You have a good heart. Wish I did.
(She dies. Mrs. Hawkins and Dr. Livesy enter.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You're too late, Doctor. I'm afraid
she has expired.
DR. LIVESEY: I warned her that rum would be the death of
her!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I think it was a heart attack seeing
you in a dress. I know it gave me a fair turn.
DR. LIVESEY: Well, I'm putting "rum" on the death certificate,
and none the wiser.
(A creepy TAPPING on the front door.)
BLIND PEW: (Off:) Are ye in there, Captain Bones?!
JIM: I'm still not alone!
BLIND PEW: (Off:) Neither am I!
(A HAMMERING at the walls of the pub, the windows—voices
of the Pirates yelling.)
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MRS. HAWKINS: Lord, they'll murder us in our beds!
DR. LIVESEY: There's no time for that Mrs. Hawkins—we
must flee!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Mrs. Hawkins—quick—Sally Bones'
sea chest!
MRS. HAWKINS: Don't be ridiculous, Squire—we'll never fit
in that!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Not to hide—there's a map in it—we
must find it!
(The four of them exit out the side as a crew of ragged female
pirates enter—including Blind Pew, ISRAEL HANDS,
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE, MARY READE, ANNE
BONNEY, TESS MORGAN, MARIA LINDSEY, MARY
"CRICKET" CRICHETT and LIZ PATRICKSON. They are
real pirates, not Halloween-style "girly" pirates. They'll kill
you.)
BLIND PEW: She's here! I can smell that traitorous dog! You
can't hide from me, Sally Bones—be you ne'er so well hid, I'll
find ya if I have to scrape the far corners of the earth for ya!
(Blind Pew trips over Sally's dead body—touches it—works her
way up—feels its face.)
I found her!
MARIA LINDSEY: Aye, we uh...we know. We didn't want to
say anything.
BLIND PEW: She'm be dead, ain't she.
MARY READE: That she be. And lucky for it.
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: Not so lucky for us.
would've told us where she hid ze map.
ISRAEL HANDS: Eventually.
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TESS MORGAN: I wish she were alive, so's I could kill 'er
again, for being...dead. Already.
CRICKET: That thing ye be doing with your mouth right
now? Stop it.
BLIND PEW: It's in her sea chest. I heard her tell that boy,
clear as a glass bell.
MARIA LINDSEY: Find it! Find the sea chest!
BLIND PEW: Find the chest and ya find the map—find the
map and ya find the island—find the island...and ya find the
treasure!
ANNE BONNEY: Tear this place apart!
(The pirates cheer and start ransacking. Lights out.)
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SCENE 2
(A country lane near the Inn. Dark, misty. Dr. Livesy helps a
limping Squire Trelawney on. Behind them Mrs. Hawkins and
Jim enter, dragging a heavy sea chest.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I think we ditched them.
DR. LIVESEY: Probably by falling in that ditch.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: That was a strategic covering
maneuver. I cleverly led us into a muddy ditch in the dark to
avoid discovery.
DR. LIVESEY: And twisted your ankle.
MRS. HAWKINS: What will become of us?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Don't fret yourself, Mrs. Hawkins—
in this chest lies a salve for that worried brow.
MRS. HAWKINS: Botox?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: In this chest— (To Mrs. Hawkins:)
Shhh!
(Sounds of BANGING and CLATTERING in the distance—
possibly stage hands changing scenery behind the curtain or
scrim, but who writes to cover those sounds?)
MRS. HAWKINS: They're tearing the Admiral Benbow apart.
My home, my livelihood gone.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye—they're looking for this chest.
DR. LIVESEY: Or turning the inn into a boat.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Don't give it away.
DR. LIVESEY: Why is an old sea chest so important to them?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You might well ask.
DR. LIVESEY: I did well ask. Just now—weren't you well
listening?
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MRS. HAWKINS: Gentlemen! Please, do not fight amongst
yourselves! This chest belonged to Cap'n Bones, who paid us
in advance...
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Did she pay you for the damage her
compatriots cause as we speak?
MRS. HAWKINS: I'll take what's coming to me, and not a
farthing more.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You say that now...
JIM: My mother's right. Cap'n Bones came by her treasure
unlawfully, and evil follows it.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Methinks you will change your
mind, Mrs. Hawkins—when you see what this simple sea
chest holds!
(The Squire flings it open and pulls out a pair of bloomers.)
MRS. HAWKINS: Ladies unmentionables!
JIM: Are those really...
DR. LIVESEY: Put those away, Squire!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Why—afraid you're going to want to
wear them?
DR. LIVESEY: Think of the lad!
JIM: Her legs were in those. Her actual legs...
MRS. HAWKINS: Oh merciful Lord, please bestow my son
with the gift of a metastatic ulceration behind his eye so that
his brain stops fermenting such wicked thoughts.
JIM: ...with knees and ankles.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Amen.
DR. LIVESEY: As a medical man, I must insist!
overheating the lad's imagination!
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(The Doctor grabs the bloomers from the Squire and puts them
back in the chest.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Not the bloomers, inside this chest
there should be...
DR. LIVESEY: Old sea boots.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Old boots? Something's afoot!
DR. LIVESEY: The remains of a scallop—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What, the shell?
DR. LIVESEY: A lead line with no weight on it...
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Unfathomable.
DR. LIVESEY: And a broken spyglass.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I don't see how that could work.
DR. LIVESEY: I'll look into it.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: It's beyond my scope.
MRS. HAWKINS: Gentlemen! You must focus!
(They bow to the audience.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Is there no map inside?
DR. LIVESEY: Yes. Absolutely...no map.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: With her dying breath, she swore it.
JIM: Let me see.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I think you can trust the doctor, for
all his peculiar dressing habits.
DR. LIVESEY: Let it go.
JIM: Look—the lining of the lid—it's been sewn up—but you
can see where it was cut open before.
DR. LIVESEY: Good eyes, Jim—both of them! Tear it open!
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(Jim rips open the lining to the trunk lid—and pulls out the
map.)
JIM: The map...Treasure Island.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: We have it. A map that leads to a
vasty treasure—
MRS. HAWKINS: An ill-gotten treasure, no doubt, stained
with the blood of innocents.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Seven hundred thousand pounds in
gold.
MRS. HAWKINS: Blood washes off is what I always say.
JIM: Mum!
MRS. HAWKINS: Seven hundred thousand pounds!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye.
DR. LIVESEY: Pirate treasure...
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Spanish gold.
DR. LIVESEY: That's what they all claim. Any salt sea-pirate
will swear blind he's only after Spanish ships, but I'll stake my
vest there's British bullion mixed with it, and the lives of our
fair sailors on their hands.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: My good doctor—
DR. LIVESEY: Would you take the word of a pirate?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: DOCTOR LIVESEY! (More calmly:) If
I may...assuming this treasure is entirely Spanish in origin—
DR. LIVESEY: Quite an assumption, and one ill-fitting
rational contemplation—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: IF I MAY!... May we assume, purely
for hypothetical purposes, that this vasty treasure is indeed
Spanish gold. It behooves us, does it not, as English
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gentlemen, to recover this treasure from where it molders,
perhaps to be stolen by thieves or the French—I repeat
myself—and see that it regains its rightful place in
England...as legitimate spoils of war, to be divided amongst
those English gentlemen that so graciously lent their efforts to
its noble recovery.
MRS. HAWKINS: Finders keepers, losers weepers, is it?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Mrs. Hawkins, your perspicuity cuts
to the heart of the matter. Yes, I propose that in less than a
month—a fortnight—within ten days at most, we embark
upon a ship to recover this treasure and endow ourselves as
rightful owners.
JIM: It's stolen money.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Not after we dig it up. Then it is
found money—which is the second best kind.
DR. LIVESEY: What's the best kind of money?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Mine. And given that I will be, by
necessity, funding this expedition, I will take the lion's share of
the proceeds.
MRS. HAWKINS: She gave it to the boy.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You heard that?
JIM: She has amazing hearing.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well then, the boy and I shall split—
DR. LIVESEY: I was the attending physician—it is my name
you'll need on any legalities—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: As I was saying, equal shares. The
loot divided in four parts, one for each of us...
MRS. HAWKINS: Ooh, I get some?!
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: No, my dear, you're a woman, it
would not be seemly. But I trust Jim will take care of his aging
mother in her dotage from his share.
MRS. HAWKINS: Aging?!
JIM: Mum—a quarter share would be enough for us to live a
hundred lives.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well spoken, m'lad. The fourth share
shall be given to the captain, the officers, ship rental
reimbursement, wear and tear on sailcloth and sundry
supplies.
DR. LIVESEY: So you're not actually funding the entire—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Can you afford a ship? Then button
up your petticoats!
JIM: What ship, Squire?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: The ship we must hire, Jim. I travel
to Bristol on the morrow, to find the stoutest ship that can be
rented cheaply, and the saltiest crew that will work for a
handshake and a promise. We're going to sea, Jim lad,
ploughing the ocean waves!
MRS. HAWKINS: Those poor horses.
DR. LIVESEY: I knew it!
(Lights out.)
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SCENE 3
(On board the schooner Hispaniola. The Hispaniola has two
playing areas, visually separated although not necessarily on two
levels, referred to as the deck and the stern. There are three
entrances—two at the deck [the foc'sle hatch to the lower decks,
and climbing over the railing onto the ship, presumably from
some small boat anchored alongside] and one at the stern,
ostensibly leading to the aft cabins. [Stern portal.] At the deck,
two servants, MRS. SITWELL and MISS BEAN, struggle to get
a large sea chest over the railing.)
MRS. SITWELL: What's he got in here?
MISS BEAN: Everything.
MRS. SITWELL: Feels like it.
(They get the chest balanced on the railing, and climb over onto
the deck. It starts to tip back over the edge—they struggle to
right it. More comedic byplay as befits [think Laurel and
Hardy's The Music Box] ending up with Mrs. Sitwell pinned
under it on the deck.)
MISS BEAN: Need a hand?
MRS. SITWELL: Nah, that's all right. I'll just stay here for the
voyage. (Beat.) 'Course I need an 'and, yer great pillock!
(Miss Bean grabs it and heaves...it moves a bit, then thumps
back down on Mrs Sitwell again.)
Yer supposed to be liftin' it, not delivering a coup de flippin'
grâce!
MISS BEAN: I was lifting it! It's heavy!
MRS. SITWELL: Really? Heavy is it, 'coz I 'adn't noticed. It's
on my bleedin' chest!
MISS BEAN: The chest is on your chest? Huh. On your
chest...is a chest!
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MRS. SITWELL: Get some help, yer daft biddy!
(Miss Bean looks around:)
Take yer time, I'm not going anywhere.
MISS BEAN: There's no one here.
MRS. SITWELL: I can see that!
(BOSUN ABRAHAM GRAY enters from the foc'sle. He looks
at the two:)
BOSUN GRAY: Landlubbers.
(He walks past them to the stern and exits.)
MISS BEAN: He called you a lubber.
MRS. SITWELL: Get this off me!
(Bean heaves—they manage tip the chest off her. Squire
Trelawney, dressed like an Admiral with extra gold frogging,
enters from the stern portal.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: There you are! Don't loll about.
MRS. SITWELL: Where do you want it, Squire?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: My cabin—through the hatch, down
a couple of ladders, all the way to the back along a narrow
gangway, past the Doctor's cabin, up the aft ladder before you
reach the herpetarium beyond the infirmary on the lower deck
after you've gone past the stuffed moose head next to the live
moose head, second door on the right past the spiky bit, and
mind the vase, the bunkside table's a trifle wobbly.
(A beat.)
MRS. SITWELL: Right you are, guvnor. (To Bean:) You heard
the Squire, don't loll about.
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(They struggle past with the chest. CAPTAIN SMOLLETT
enters from the stern.)

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT:
Landlubbers.

(As

they

struggle

past

him:)

SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Captain Smollett! My servants are
here—finally. And what are we waiting for? Eight days and
we're still short crew! Isn't there some temp agency you can
contact?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: My ship, Squire. I'll not have a man
aboard her I can't vouch for—especially when I have sealed
orders, no heading to steer by, no destination given. It's a
dubious voyage when the Captain his-self can't be trusted.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: When we are far from shore, you'll
know our course.
DR. LIVESEY: (Off:) Permission to come aboard!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Dr. Livesy! Permission—
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Permission granted! It is my ship,
Squire. I give the orders.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: It's my voyage, Captain Smollett, and
my funds.
(Dr. Livesy and Jim climb over the railing.)
DR. LIVESEY: What a journey! The traffic was unthinkable—
horses nose to tail—must've been eight or nine carts trying to
get into the city at once.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well you're here now.
JIM: Look at this ship! Isn't it wonderful!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: A fair ship she is, lad. She'll lie a
point nearer the wind than a man has a right to expect of his
own married wife.
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JIM: When do we set sail?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Not yet, more's the pity. She is a
sound ship, Hawkins, and well-founded but she lacks a crew.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I have made my feelings plain,
Squire—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Luckily for you, I have taken it upon
myself to acquire the ship's cook.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: A cook?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Absolutely.
I may not know
seafaring, but when it comes to recognizing a dab hand in the
kitchen, I reckon I've eaten my share of hot suppers and then
some. The meal I had at the Spyglass Inn last night was so
toothsome, I hired the cook on the spot.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: 'Twas not your place.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I reckon her a fine addition to the
crew, and the matter is settled.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I said—(Beat.) Her?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye, Captain—you said you'd take
no man aboard you'd not vetted yourself—but nary a thing
about a woman. She's a fine cook, and to allay your
protestations, she's an old hand before the mast—sailed with
Admiral Hawke. Joan! Joan Silver!
(From the Focs'le hatch comes LONG JOAN SILVER—her of
one leg, by the powers. She uses a wooden crutch with practiced
ease and has a parrot on her shoulder...but did you really need
me to tell you that?)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: A woman! On my crew!
JIM: She only has one leg!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Most of a woman—on my crew!
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Don't mention it, Jim, but there's a
tax rebate for hiring a handicapped woman.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Sir, I protest.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Protest all you like, and you can go
hang for a scoundrel! It is my purse that's the lighter for this
voyage, and you are in my employ!
THE PARROT: Darby, fetch aft the rum!

	
 

LONG JOAN SILVER: (To the parrot:) Shut it! (To the others:)
Shipmates! Captain, Squire, pardon my familiarity, I didn't
mean to interject myself amongst my betters when they be so
deep in conference, like.
JIM: A one-legged sea-faring woman!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye...not the only one.
JIM: There can't be many—
LONG JOAN SILVER: I know all the sailors in Bristol young
lad, says I. Many of 'em missing an arm or a leg, lost in the
service of good King George or to the natural hazards which
attend a life before the mast. Some of them are women, but
not to be judged too harsh on that account, them not choosing
it, ye understand...and I work as hard as any able bodied man,
ye may lay to that. (To the Squire:) The galley's well founded,
Squire—plenty of rum aboard as per your orders, salt beef and
hard tack for the crew, eight brace of partridges, six suckling
porkers and a cask of foie gras for yourself and the other
officers.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: The morels?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Out of season, I'm afraid—but I laid in
some white truffles in oil, and I can make do.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: There—Captain, could you ask for a
finer sea-cook?
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: A woman, before the mast? Are you
mad, sir?
(Israel Hands and Maria Lindsey enter struggling over the
railing with a huge barrel.)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: What now?
LONG JOAN SILVER: I took the liberty of ordering a barrel
of apples, sir. Admiral Hawke always kept a barrel of apples
lashed to the mast, he did—for the crew to dip into. Never a
sign of scurvy amongst the hands.
DR. LIVESEY: A capital idea—although lemons or limes
would be richer in ascorbic acid.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Couldn't do that, Doctor. Elsewise, a
hundred years from now they'll start calling us lemonies or
something.
DR. LIVESEY: Give them a while. (Beat.) They got it... How
did you know I was a doctor?
LONG JOAN SILVER: I merely assumed you was a man of
learning by your reference to ascorbic acid, sir.
DR. LIVESEY: Hmmm.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Where be the rest of the crew?
Perhaps they'd like an apple.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: The crew has not yet been engaged.
LONG JOAN SILVER: There be a manner of problem?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Aye—there's a problem—there's a
woman aboard my ship! A woman on the crew always causes
trouble.
LONG JOAN SILVER: I couldn't agree with you more,
Captain.
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: There you are, Squire. This woman
knows—
LONG JOAN SILVER: One woman, that's true, sir. Two or
more, and there's no issue.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Interesting, but where would we
ever—
LONG JOAN SILVER: Israel! Maria!
(Israel and Maria stop tying the barrel, and approach rapidly,
saluting.)
Dab hands, they are, sirs, and I'll warrant they can out-sail any
man I've ever known.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: There you are, Captain—two more
fine sailors for the ship's list.
ISRAEL HANDS: Thanks be to ye, and I'm at your service.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Yes, I think that's the point.
(Maria and Anne get back to the barrel. As they go:)
MARIA LINDSEY: (Quietly mocking:) Thanks be to ye, at your
service, let me kiss yer behind while I'm at it.
(Israel smacks her.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: (To Joan:) Do you know any other
able crew?
LONG JOAN SILVER: I could scare up a dozen quicker than
a handsplice, aye. They may not be much to look at, but they
know their sails.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Hire them! Fetch them immediately,
and we can sail on the evening tide!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye aye, sir!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Squire—
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I feel we have been over this,
Captain! I wish to sail on the next tide! If we do it with a crew
of women, so be it. Plus, we only need to pay them seventy
pence on the pound, so that's a savings right there.
LONG JOAN SILVER: A penny saved be a penny earned,
says I, your grace. Perhaps the cabin boy can help me with the
longboat. Two row quicker than one says I, and we will
return all the sooner with your crew, says you.
DR. LIVESEY: A capital idea, um—Joan, was it?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Long Joan Silver—but me shipmates
call me Silver.
DR. LIVESEY: Silver it is. Go on, Jim, into the boat with her.

	
 

JIM: (To Silver:) Did you know a sailor named Sally? Sally
Bones?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Sally Bones? Cap'n Sally Bones, had a
tattoo of a snake biting an anchor, and a fondness for rum?
JIM: I never saw her tattoo.
LONG JOAN SILVER: I should hope not, at your age.
JIM: So you know—
LONG JOAN SILVER: Never heard of her. (Beat.) Just luffin'
yer sails, lad—I know every sailor in Bristol said I, and meant
it I did.
JIM: She used to speak of a one-legged sea-faring woman. A
right villain, she called her.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye, she mentioned her once or twice.
One-legged woman wi' a heart as black as bilgewater—last I
heard, she was cooper on a whaling ship, off the coast of Peru.
And?
JIM: Never mind. (Beat.) Where was the tattoo?
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LONG JOAN SILVER: I never knew her well enough to ask.
JIM: Oh. My word.
DR. LIVESEY: Perhaps you should let the boy row. Some
healthy exercise?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Step lively, laddie—into the longboat
and we'll be ashore in a trice.
(Jim and Silver go to the railing.)
JIM: You...uh, your...well...can I ask you something...your
um...well...
(He indicates her missing leg. He might do this for a while,
getting more and more awkward as Silver doesn't respond.
Eventually:)
LONG JOAN SILVER: Out with it, Lad.
JIM: Um...why don't you have a leg?
(A long pause.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: I do have a leg.
(They climb over the railing. Lights out.)
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SCENE 4
(The dockside—a bustling marketplace. MERCHANTS sell
items from carts to various SAILORS and a few of the pirates.
Behind one cart, Blind Pew talks to Tess Morgan. Silver and
Jim enter.)
THE PARROT: Pieces of Eight! Pieces of Eight!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Cap'n Flint—'er name is, after the
famous pirate what terrorized the seven seas these many years
hence.
(Jim goes to stroke the parrot. Casually:)
Don't touch 'er, son—she'll have yer finger. That bird be nigh
two hundred years old. They live forever mostly; and none 'as
seen more wickedness. She's seen good ships sunk and good
sailors leaping off their burning decks. She learned 'Pieces of
eight" at the fishing up of the wrecked plate ships—and little
wonder; three hundred and fifty thousand of 'em, Hawkins!
To look at her you would think she was a babby. But you
smelt powder—didn't you, cap'n?
THE PARROT: Stand by to go about!
MEAT PIE SELLER: Meat pies! Get'chor meat pies 'ere! Fresh
from that little barbershop in Fleet street—luverly meat pies,
made with a little priest—by a little priest.
LONG JOAN SILVER: We'll find a few of me shipmates 'long
the docks, I'll warrant.
MERCHANT OF THINGS: Things inside things! Ships in a
bottle, limes in a coconut—get one fer the wife—genies in
lamps.
JIM: A genie in a lamp?
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MERCHANT OF THINGS: Different story, son. Move
along... Pickles in brine! Tongues in cheek! Pigs in...a
blanket!
FRUIT DEALER: Second hand fruit! Oranges, Lemons,
Limes—only used once! Almost like new!
(Maria Lindsey steals a piece of fruit and runs off.)
Come back 'ere, you dang lemony!
(The Fruit Dealer gives chase and exits after her. All the other
pirates quickly steal everything else off the cart. A couple grab
the whole cart and run off with it, revealing Pew talking to Tess
Morgan. Jim sees Pew.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: Close yer mouth, son—ye'll be
catching flies.
JIM: Pew!
LONG JOAN SILVER: You step in something?
JIM: That woman! It's Blind Pew!
(Blind Pew hears that, turns and runs into a stall.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: What?
JIM: Stop her! It's Blind Pew!
(Blind Pew gets up, pushes the stall keeper aside and runs off
stage. A CLATTERING of hooves, Pew screams, a HORSE
WHINNIES in fear. Silver covers Jim's eyes.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: Don't look, me boy—that's not a fit
sight for a young'un like yerself.
(Jim looks.)
JIM: Ew—gross!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Run down by a horse and cart, I
swear.
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JIM: We must fetch the doctor!
LONG JOAN SILVER: 'Tis no use, Jim lad. When a lass'
brains are on the outside of her head like that, there's not
much a sawbones can do 'cept charge her next of kin for a
housecall. What be that name ye called her?
JIM: Pew. Blind Pew.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Not the most politically correct of
names, but apt for the affliction, I'll grant ye.
JIM: Has Squire Trelawney not told you of the buccaneers?
She was one of them!
LONG JOAN SILVER: One of those swabs, was she? Well,
mayhap that horse saved the hangman some rope. (To Tess
Morgan:) Tess! Tess Morgan, fetch yourself over here!
(Tess approaches.)
Now, Tess, you never clapped your eyes on that lady, Flat
PewJIM: Blind Pew—
LONG JOAN SILVER: Blind Pew, afore, did you now?
TESS MORGAN: No, ma'am, Silver ma'am—I met her just
now in the street.
LONG JOAN SILVER: You didn't know her name, did you?
TESS MORGAN: Whose name?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Squashed Pew!
TESS MORGAN: Blind Pew.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Blind Pew, aye.
TESS MORGAN: Never heard of her before! Right? Or did I?
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LONG JOAN SILVER: By the powers, Tess Morgan, it's as
good for you, you hadn't! If you had been mixed up with the
like of that, you would never be a shipmate of mine again, you
may lay to that. (Shooing her away from Jim:) Go after the
others, and tell'em: We'm be getting a crew for the Hispaniola.
Tell'em all hands what knows me aboard by four bells.
(Quietly:) If yer don't know the course, keep yer porthole shut,
aye?
TESS MORGAN: Sorry, Silver.
(Tess talks to any remaining pirates and they exit after the
others. Long Joan Silver turns to Jim.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: She's an honest sailor, Tess Morgan,
but as dumb as a bag of rope. Less brains than Snuffed-it Pew
over there.
JIM: Blind Pew.
LONG JOAN SILVER: I think it be a moot point, Jim me lad.
We'd better report to the Captain, tell'im whatever these
buccaneers are after, leastwise there's one less of 'em, eh
Hawkins?
JIM: Aye...I guess there is.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Don't look so down hearted, me boy—
people get squashed sometimes. Part o' the great circle of
life—goes round an' round, just like her kidney on that cart
wheel.
JIM: It just seems an ill omen of our voyage.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Ye've not stared death in the eye in
your few years, I'll warrant. First time?
JIM: Third.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Third! And you so young.
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JIM: Capn' Sally Bones just last week, and before her...my...my
father—he passed on not a month ago.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Squashed, was he? Like her over
there? Lying in a gutter, bloody hoofprints up his broken
body, wi' his brains squirted out his ears like an overripe
plum, an' his kidney still going round and—no wait, it came
off.
JIM: No, no! He died quietly, in his sleep.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Can't ask for more than that, lad.
JIM: I miss him.
LONG JOAN SILVER: 'Course you do, lad—'course you do,
him dying off all selfish-like when he should've been here to
look after yer and teach yer how to be a man, eh? Well, bless
yer heart, Jim—Long Joan Silver'll teach yer how to be a man!
For sure and certain I will!
JIM: You'll show me how to be a man?

	
 

MRS. HAWKINS: (From the back of the auditorium:) Oh Lord!
Please smite my son with a timorous disposition and steadfast
buttons!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Strike my colors, but that woman has
good hearing!
JIM: Tell me about it.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Make ye a man? I'll make ye a sailor, I
will! I'll teach you proper oceancraft, me boy—learn you the
ropes, and the ways of a ship on the high seas, aye?
JIM: That'd be fine, Mistress Silver!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Just Silver, Lad—Just Silver. You're a
lad, you are, but you're as smart as paint. I see'd that when I
first set eyes on you. But come now, stand by to go about.
Dooty is dooty. I'll put on my old cockerel hat, pick up me
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watch coat and me kit bag, and step along of you to Cap'n
Smollett, and report this here affair. He'll want to know the
details and particulars—if those buccaneers are about, it'd be
better if we had a good supply of arms.
THE PARROT: And an extra leg.
LONG JOAN SILVER: What?
THE PARROT: Pieces of eight! Pieces of eight!
(They exit. Lights out.)
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SCENE 5
(Aboard the Hispaniola. First Mate ALAN ARROW directs the
pirates as they carry muskets and barrels of gunpowder aboard.)
ARROW: Stow them muskets, ladies. Powder in the for'ard
magazine! You!
ANNE BONNEY: Anne Bonney, sir.
ARROW: Lay on the blue ensign!
ANNE BONNEY: Aye aye, sir.
ARROW: Quick now—don't think I'll spare the whip for
considerations of your dainty sex. Every sailor works their all
on my ship, or they feel the end of a rope!
(He whips his cat o'nine tails in her direction as she fixes a blue
flag with a union jack in the corner to the halyard. She hauls up
the flag.)
ARROW: Stow them barrels, blast you! All hands ready to
make sail on the quarter hour!
(TOM REDRUTH approaches Squire Trelawney.)
TOM REDRUTH: The Capting, sir, him be axing to 'aves a
drib slack wit' ya, dracly-minute.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: He was axing...?
TOM REDRUTH: Aye, that 'im be.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: With an axe?
TOM REDRUTH: Wiv wot?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I have no idea what you're saying.
TOM REDRUTH: Duz ya talks English, guv?
DOES YER TALKS IT, LIKE?

ENG-LISH.

(Tom points at the Captain.)
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Oik.
TOM REDRUTH: Toff.
(Squire Trelawney goes to Captain Smollett—who studies a
chart at the stern. Dr. Livesy is nearby.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You wanted to give me an axe or
something?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Merely asked to speak to you, at your
convenience.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Now is convenient, Captain Smollett,
what have you to say? All's well, I hope; all shipshape and
seaworthy?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Before we haul anchor, I better speak
plain, even at the risk of offence. I don't like this cruise and I
don't like the crew. That's short and sweet.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Possibly, sir, you may not like your
employer, either?
(Dr. Livesy hurries over.)
DR. LIVESEY: Stay a bit—no use of such questions as that but
to produce ill feeling. The captain has said too much or he has
said too little, and I'm bound to say that I require an
explanation of his words. You don't, you say, like this cruise.
Now, why?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I'll sail under sealed orders, sirs,
where you bid me—but now I find these blasted women
before the mast know more than I do. I don't call that fair,
now, do you?

	
 

DR. LIVESEY: (Staring at Trelawney:) No, I don't. Someone
must've talked when they were told to keep their mouths shut.
(A long pause before Squire Trelawney notices Livesy's
attention. Maybe a double take.)
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I say, are you accusing me?
DR. LIVESEY: I have kept as silent as the grave.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Might've been the boy.
DR. LIVESEY: I impressed upon him the importance of
keeping this close to our vests.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: As did I, Doctor—and to think that
impudent snapper has been telling all and sundry. Probably
he was drunk.
DR. LIVESEY: I think not.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: The how of it don't matter. They're
saying we're going after treasure—heard it from my own
crew, mind you. Now, treasure is ticklish work; I don't like
treasure voyages on any account, and I don't like them, above
all, when they are secret and when the secret has been told to
the parrot!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Silver's parrot?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Just an expression.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Lucky she has a parrot, then.
Otherwise your expression would be silly.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Blabbed, I mean. It's my belief
neither of you gentlemen know what you are about, but I'll tell
you the way of a voyage after treasure—life or death, and a
close run.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: That's as may be, but the treasure
will not go to a Hindu Ashram and spend its time in
meditation!
(The others look confused.)
It's not going to find itself, Captain!
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DR. LIVESEY: That is all clear, and, I dare say, true enough.
We have chosen to take the risk. You say you don't like the
crew. They may be women, but are they not good sailors?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Women aboard is trouble, sir, and I
don't like how they talk amongst themselves.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What, high-pitched and giggly? I
recall girls giggling when I was a schoolboy. Dashed
unnerving it was too.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Not these women, Squire. I'd say
they're the least gigglingest crew I've ever seen. Not that any
of the others were what you call prone to it—but this
crew...they mutter. Quietly.
DR. LIVESEY: Tell us what you want.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Gentlemen, are you determined to go
on this cruise?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Like iron.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Then, as you've heard me very
patiently, saying things that I could not prove, hear me a few
words more. They are putting the powder and the arms in the
fore hold. Now, you have a good place under the cabin; why
not put them there? Then, you are bringing your servants
with you—

	
 

DR. LIVESEY: (To Trelawney:) Really?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: We may be at sea, but I still have
standards! Would you have me polishing my own boots,
doctor?
DR. LIVESEY: Heaven forbid.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: As I was saying—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: These are Italian. I might ruin them.
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: The servants—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Polish them wrong, they explode you
know.
DR. LIVESEY: I'm sure that's not true.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Heard it from London's finest boot
polisher myself.

	
 

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: (Interrupting:) They tell me your
servants are to be berthed forward. Why not give them berths
aft beside the cabin?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: One of them's a little smelly.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Open a porthole.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I had no idea a sea voyage could
demand such deprivations.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: One more item—there's been too
much blabbing already.
DR. LIVESEY: Far too much.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: It's all Jim, I tell you.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I've heard that you have a map of an
island, that there's a cross on the map to show where treasure
is, and that the island lies 36 degrees 7 minutes 27 seconds
North and 115 degrees 10 minutes 12 seconds West.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Lucky guess.
DR. LIVESEY: Squire!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I never told that to a soul! I can never
remember numbers.
DR. LIVESEY: It doesn't much matter who it was.
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I don't know who has this map; but I
make it a point it shall be kept secret even from me and the
ship's officers. Otherwise I would ask you to let me resign.
DR. LIVESEY: It becomes clear. You wish to make a garrison
of the stern part of the ship, manned with our own people,
and provided with all the arms and powder on board. In
other words, you fear a mutiny.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: No captain, sir, would be justified in
going to sea at all if he had ground enough to say that. Some
of these women may be honest; all may be for what I know.
But I am responsible for the ship's safety and the life of every
man jack aboard of her. And those women too, of course. I
ask you to take certain precautions, that's all.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I will do as you desire, but I think the
worse of you, Captain. In my opinion, you are craven.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: You can think as you please. You'll
find I do my duty.
(The Captain leaves them.)
DR. LIVESEY: He heh—duty.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And you're a medical man?
DR. LIVESEY: Trelawney, contrary to all my notions, I believe
you have managed to get two honest sailors on board with
you—that man and Joan Silver.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Silver, if you like, but as for that
intolerable humbug, I declare I think his conduct unmanly,
unsailorly, and downright un-English.
DR. LIVESEY: Understood.
ARROW: (On deck:) 'Way up the anchor! First crew—hoist the
mains'!
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(Arrow lashes his whip. The crew lay on a rope and haul up the
main sail. As they do, Bosun Abraham Gray and the crew sing a
call-and-response shanty. [Bosun Gray sings lines 1 & 3 solo,
the crew all sing lines 2 & 4 of each verse.])

BOSUN GRAY AND THE CREW: (Singing:) We crossed the
fifty with an acre of sail
Dance on the footlin's buckos
Swerved for a turtle, ran over a whale,
Haul in me buckos haul in—ho!
The ship's got rats and the mate has got fleas
Dance on the footlin's buckos
If you don't heed his whip, he might even say please
Haul in me buckos haul in—ho!
I'd rather be Captain, this job is too hard
Dance on the footlin's buckos
Me milkshake brings all the boys out to the yard*
Haul in me buckos haul in
Haul in me buckos, haul in—ho!
(*This line is dated even as I write this, and feel free to substitute
your own. Perhaps Tom Redruth chimes in with the line: "But I
got woss, us allay's tarred" which makes sense in Sussex dialect.
No one understands him anyway. The original shanty, with
music, is appended. The mains'l unfurls:)
JIM: We're off! Off to sea!
(Dr. Livesy runs to the rail and throws up. Lights out.)
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SCENE 6

	
 

(Blue moonlight illuminates the Hispaniola as she sails through
a dark sea. At the helm, Jacquotte steers. On deck, Long Joan
Silver sings softly as she peels potatoes into a wooden pail. As
she sings, Jim enters at the stern, and crosses to the deck.)

LONG JOAN SILVER: (Singing:) More was seen by the
sternlight screen,
Yo ho ho and a bottle of rum,
Charting no doubt where a woman had been,
Yo heave ho and a bottle of rum.
'Twas a flimsy shift on a bunker cot
With a thin dirk slot through the bosom spot
And the lace stiff dry with a purplish blot.
Oh, was she a wench, some shuddering maid
That dared the knife and took the blade,
Bedamn, she had stuff for a plucky jade,
Yo heave ho and a bottle of—
(Sees Jim and breaks off:)
Jim lad, there ye are!
JIM: What was that song?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Just an old sea shanty. I knows a
hundred of 'em. Pull up alongside, bucko, give us a hand with
these.
JIM: Aye, Silver.
(Jim sits, heavily.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: Missing your home, Jim? Yer mother?
JIM: A little. It's unfamiliar is all, to see nothing about us to
the horizon. Days...weeks...nothing but sea and sky. I can't
help but wonder about Mister Arrow.
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LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye, Arrow. He were a fine sailor. A
mite free with his whip, but a fine sailor.
JIM: And he vanished!
knows where?

Lost overboard in the night, who

LONG JOAN SILVER: Most likely the ocean. (Beat.) That be a
conundrum, sure enough. Perhaps he was so busy holding
onto that whip of his, he forgot to hold on to the ship.
JIM: It just seems death hangs over this voyage like a storm
cloud on the horizon. We're a long way from Black Hill Cove.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Turn yer lookouts skyward, Jim. I'll
show ye which way yer home lies without map nor compass.
See there? That be Orion.
JIM: Where?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Ye see the three that make up his belt?
Aye, and his hands and feet, and a cutlass at his side? Across
the equator, he'm be standing on his head! And below him, a
cross. Aye, the cross in the southern latitudes, and the
Northern star up here. Learn yer stars, bucko, and ye can
chart a course by'em as good as any set by compass or sextant.
JIM: Silver...what happened to your leg?
LONG JOAN SILVER: I shaved it—how nice of you to notice.
(Beat.) Only takes me half as long as it used to, so there's that, I
suppose...I better hop down to the galley and get these on the
cookstove or the gentry'll be waiting on their supper.
JIM: I can do that for you, Silver.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Nay, lad—fetch yerself an apple and
'fore I get back see if ye can find six stars that chart out a
saucepan. (Hinting:) Look north.
(Long Joan Silver takes the pail of potatoes and exits at the
foc'sle. Jim climbs up the barrel but can't reach...he tumbles
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inside it as Israel Hands, Mary Reade, Anne Bonney, Tess
Morgan and Liz Patrickson enter from the foc'sle.)
ISRAEL HANDS: How long are we a-going to hold off cuttin'
their throats!? I've had a'most enough o' Cap'n Smollett. I
want to go into that cabin, I do.
ANNE BONNEY: Aye—kill'em all.
wine!

I want their food and

(Jim looks out, horrified...and quickly ducks out of sight again as
the pirates settle down nearby.)
MARY READE: We're down on the gundeck eatin' hardtack
with weevils in it, they're up there wi' roast beef on a silver
platter!
LIZ PATRICKSON: Kill the blaggards, says I. Why wait?
TESS MORGAN: You can knock them out.
LIZ PATRICKSON: Cut them down, I will.
TESS MORGAN: The weevils.
LIZ PATRICKSON: Howzat?
TESS MORGAN: Knock them out of the 'ardtack. Bang it on
the table, the weevils, they come right out. (Beat.) It's like
you're knockin' on a door, and they say: Hello! Who is it?
(Beat.) You don't answer. They come out the 'ardtack, on the
table.
LIZ PATRICKSON: I'll knock your head, I will.
TESS MORGAN: What did I say?
(Long Joan Silver enters.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: Cheerly, messmates. Where be the
sprog?
TESS MORGAN: He's not here.
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LONG JOAN SILVER: I can see that.
ISRAEL HANDS: Probably went to 'is fancy cabin aft, with
his soft bed.
ANNE BONNEY: And no weevils in his hardtack.
MARY READE: In his roast beef.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Weevils, is it?
ISRAEL HANDS: Aye. (Beat.) When?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Israel, your head ain't much account,
nor ever was. But you're able to hear, I reckon— leastways,
your ears are big enough. Now, here's what I say: you'll berth
forward, and you'll live hard, and you'll speak soft, and you'll
keep sober till I give the word.
ISRAEL HANDS: Well, I don't say no, do I? What I say is,
when? That's what I say.
LONG JOAN SILVER: When! The last moment I can
manage, and that's when. Here's a first-rate navvy, Cap'n
Smollett, sails the blessed ship for us. Here's this squire and
doctor with a map and such—I don't know where it is, do I?
No more do you, says you. We let them find the treasure, and
help us to get it aboard, by the powers. For my druthers, I'd
have Cap'n Smollett navigate us half-way back again afore I
struck.
TESS MORGAN: We're all sailors.
LONG JOAN SILVER: We're all forec'sle hands, you mean—
we can steer a course, but who's to set one? That's what you
split on, first and last. I'd have Cap'n Smollett work us back
into the trades at least; then we'd have no blessed
miscalculations and a spoonful of water a day...but I know the
sort you are. We'll finish with 'em at the island as soon's the
treasure's on board, and a pity it is. Split my sides, I've a sick
heart to sail with the likes of you!
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LIZ PATRICKSON: Easy all, Silver, who's a-crossin' of you?
LONG JOAN SILVER: How many tall ships have I seen laid
aboard? How many brisk lads and ladies drying in the sun at
Execution Dock? And all for this same hurry and hurry and
hurry. If you would on'y lay your course, and a point to
windward, you would ride in carriages, you would. But not
you! You'll have your mouthful of rum today, and tomorrow
can go hang.
ISRAEL HANDS: I never met a messmate such as you, Silver.
Call yourself a pirate.
TESS MORGAN: Most of a pirate.
LONG JOAN SILVER: What?
TESS MORGAN: You've only got one leg. (Beat.) Hadn't you
noticed?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Now that you mention it...
(Silver backhands Tess.)
TESS MORGAN: Ow!

	
 

LONG JOAN SILVER: (To Israel:) Where are yer messmates
now? Pew was that sort, and she died a beggar. Flint died of
rum at Savannah. They was a sweet crew, they was! On'y,
where are they?
TESS MORGAN: She hit me!
ANNE BONNEY: Shut yer porthole.
LIZ PATRICKSON: When we do lay 'em athwart, what are
we to do with 'em, anyhow?
ISRAEL HANDS: Pitch'em over the side, like I did Mr.
Arrow. Ground his fingers as he clung to the railing, I did.
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TESS MORGAN: We could maroon'em. Like old Jennifer
Gunn. We left her to die and rot all alone. "Bye bye" I waved
as we sailed away, "Won't be seeing you agin!"
ANNE BONNEY: I say cut 'em down like that much pork.
That would have been Flint's way, or Sally Bones'.
MARY READE: Sally always went straight to it. "Dead men
don't bite," says she.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Well, she's dead herself; she knows
the long and short on it now. I'm a peaceful soul at 'eart, says
I, and would never wish harm to so much as a hair on their
heads—but dooty is dooty, mates, so we kill'em. When I'm in
Parlyment and riding in my coach, I don't want none of these
sea-lawyers in the cabin turning up unlooked for, like a rat in
yer wedding cake. Wait is what I say; but when the time
comes, let her rip!
ISRAEL HANDS: Aye! Kill and burn'em all—honest men.
ANNE BONNEY: Aye!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Only one thing I claim—I claim
Trelawney. I want to hold me fingers around his throat 'til his
leg stops twitching, I do.
(The others laugh.
approaches.)

Miss Bean enters at the stern and

ANNE BONNEY: Hush!
MARY READE: Who goes there?
ISRAEL HANDS: Mistress Bean—come to see how a working
woman lives, 'ave ye?
MISS BEAN: I've better things to see than that, Israel Hands.
Come to fetch an apple for the Squire.
(She goes to the barrel.)
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LONG JOAN SILVER: Set a while, Mistress. No hurry.
MISS BEAN: If I sit, it'll be on my account, not yours.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Go on. We sees how hard you work.
ANNE BONNEY: I've never seen her hauling canvas in a
fierce blow—
LONG JOAN SILVER: Steady, shipmates. She be no sailor,
true, but she works as hard as a powder monkey, and I sees
that. All hours, fetching and carrying for the gen'lmen. At
their whim, day or night.
(Miss Bean sits down.)
MISS BEAN: You've never said a truer word, cook.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Long hours for little thanks, I warrant.
MISS BEAN: Aye.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Off to sea—no choice of yours, wi' all
the deprivations of a hard journey—and for what? A few
farthings at the end of the week.
MISS BEAN: Very few.
LONG JOAN SILVER: You're young, you are, but you're as
smart as paint. I see'd that when I first set me eyes on you,
and I'll talk to you honest and open. Who works harder on
this voyage, you or the Squire...? Nay, don't answer, there's
none of us here need to have it said out. We all know. When
this voyage comes back 'ome, who'll be turning up in Bristol
wi' his pockets stuffed with gold, and who will be sweatin'
down the gangplank under his blasted sea chest of Italian
boots? (Beat.) There comes a time, lass, when a choice can be
made.
MISS BEAN: Not many choices in life for the likes of us.
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LONG JOAN SILVER: There's always a choice. There was
some that was feared of Pew, and some that was feared of
Flint; but Flint only ever feared one person, and you're lookin'
at her.
TESS MORGAN: Flint was afeared of me?
(Anne smacks her upside the head.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: We were the roughest crew afloat—
and all of us women. All of us.
MISS BEAN: Cap'n Flint wasn't...she was a woman!?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye.
Won't read that in the
broadsheets, but I sailed with her. Ran off to sea as a young
maid, she did, put on a pair of breeches and took on the world.
The finest captain I ever seen. Out on the open ocean, there
were no men tellin' us what was what. I'm not boastful, and
you seen yourself how easy I keep company, but when I was
quartermaster, lambs wasn't the word for Mistress Flint's old
buccaneers, nor serving girls nor maids neither. No guvnor.
No orders but what the one givin'em is hauling a rope
alongside ye. Ye may be sure of yourself in Long Joan Silver's
ship.
MISS BEAN: Your ship?
LONG JOAN SILVER: If it were so, would you be alongside
of us? Will ye sail with us, and return to Bristol with pockets
stuffed with gold of your own?
TESS MORGAN: And no boots.
MISS BEAN: I quite like boots.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Boots of your own. Italian ones.
(Pause.) Think on it. The Squire is waiting on his apple.
MISS BEAN: Oh! His apple!
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(Miss Bean jumps up, goes to the barrel—reaches in. Can't
reach. She hikes herself up, just as she is about to look into it—
she turns back.)
MISS BEAN: Damn his apple. He can go hungry.
LONG JOAN SILVER: That's me girl.
ANNE BONNEY: I say this calls for a go of the rum.
MARY READE: Aye!
MISS BEAN: I wouldn't say no.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye, messmates—just a tot, mind—
below, and quick.
(They exit at the focs'le. Jim crawls out of the barrel.)
JIM: Mutiny!
(He hurries to the stern.)
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: All is well?
JIM: I need to see the Captain.
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: But does the Capitaine wish to
see you?
JIM: I must pass.
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: Perhaps you should give me ze
massage.
JIM: Give you a what?
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: Ze massage.
JIM: Like, rubbing
your...um...form.
(A beat.
intently.)

all

over

your...I

mean,

touching

Jim suddenly leaps up on the railing, listening

Did you hear that?
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JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: I hear nozzing.
JIM: Me neither. (Beat.) I'm alone. I mean, on my own.
(Captain Smollett enters.)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: All well?
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: The wind—she turns, Capitaine,
and twice I smelled land on the breeze. Any day now.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: A quiet night and a fair breeze.
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: The boy here 'as a massage for
you. And 'e is, apparently, 'earing things. Well, not 'earing
things. But he is not 'earing them very much so.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I'll take her.
Jacquotte.

You're relieved,

JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: Capitaine, I can sail the rest of
my watch—
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I said you're relieved, sailor! Utter
blithering—are you drunk?
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: I am French, Capitaine.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Even worse. Go below.
(Jacquotte goes, slowly, past Jim—suspicious.)
Well, lad?
JIM: I must speak to you, and the Doctor.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: You look like your breeches are on
fire. Can it not wait until morning?
JIM: No sir.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: It's not about—thingy, is it?
JIM: Thingy?
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Bodily...dreams. Of a sort.
JIM: No.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Thank heavens.
(On deck, Jacquotte suddenly leaps on the railing, staring out to
sea.)
JACQUOTTE DELCHARGE: Land, Capitaine! LAND-HO!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: LAND-HO!
DECK!

ALL HANDS ON

(The crew enter first, then officers and servants, then Dr. Livesy,
finally Squire Trelawney in the most ridiculous dressing gown
and nightcap, lining the rail, excited.)
There she lies, right on course! Bosun—sheet home, if you
please!
BOSUN GRAY: Sheet home, all hands!
THE CREW: Aye, aye!
(The crew lays on a rope.)
TOM REDRUTH: Arh, dat isle, standin' be an' all pert like.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well said.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Has any one of you ever seen that
land ahead?
LONG JOAN SILVER: I have, sir, I've watered there with a
trader I was cook in.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: The anchorage is on the south,
behind an islet, I fancy?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Yes, sir; Skeleton Island they calls it.
A hand we had on board knowed all their names for it. That
big hill with the cloud on it—he called it the Spy-glass, by
reason of a lookout they kept when they was in the anchorage.
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I have a chart here. See if that's the
place.
(As Silver takes the chart, all the pirates break off to stare—
whispering and muttering among themselves: The map! It's the
map!)
LONG JOAN SILVER: This chart...the ink's wet.
DR. LIVESEY: Is it now?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye. No names on it at all. (More to
the crew:) No markings neither. Though very prettily drawn
out, recent-like. (To Captain Smollett:) Here—Cap'n Kidd's
Anchorage, my shipmate called it. There's a strong current
runs along the south, and then away nor'ard up the west coast.
Right you was, sir, to haul your wind and keep the weather of
the island.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Thank you, Silver.

	
 

LONG JOAN SILVER: (To Jim:) This here is a sweet spot for a
lad to get ashore on. An old stockade to explore, and rivers to
swim, and trees to climb... Why, it makes me young again.
(Beat.) I almost forgot me timber leg. It's a pleasant thing to be
young and have ten toes, and you may lay to that. When you
want to go ashore, you just ask Joan, and she'll whip up a little
PB and J—Pigeye Bass and Jellyfish—to take with you.
JIM: Aye.

	
 

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: (To Silver:) You may go.
(As Silver hobbles to the deck, Jim goes to the Captain.)
JIM: Captain—get the Doctor and Squire down to the cabin,
and then make some pretence to send for me. I have terrible
news.
(A pause.)
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Gentlemen...I mean, ladies—this land
we have sighted is the place we have been sailing for. Mr.
Trelawney, being a very open-handed gentleman, has just
asked me a word or two, and I was able to tell him that every
lass on board had done her duty, alow and aloft, as I never ask
to see it done better. At his suggestion, he and I and the
doctor will go to the cabin to drink your health, and you'll
have grog yourselves to drink our health!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I said that?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Aye.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I don't think I did.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: You did.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: My rum?

	
 

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: (To the crew:) I'll tell you what I think
of this: I think it handsome. And if you think as I do, you'll
give a good sea-cheer for the gentleman that does it.
THE CREW: Huzzah!

	
 

SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: (To Captain Smollett:) You're very free
with another man's rum.
LONG JOAN SILVER: One more cheer for Cap'n Smollett!
THE CREW: Huzzah!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Thank ye all. Joan—a ration for
every sailor aboard, and send young Hawkins to my cabin wi'
a good measure for the officers.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Aye aye, Cap'n!
timbers, I left the potatoes on!

(Beat.) Shiver me

(As she hobbles at high speed for the foc'sle hatch: Lights out.)
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SCENE 7
(A well appointed cabin, dimly lit. The Captain, the Doctor and
the Squire wait impatiently. Jim enters, carrying a bottle of
rum.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: There's my rum. What's left of it.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Belay that—the boy has news—and
dark news, I'll warrant.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What, that they've finished my rum?
JIM: In a word—mutiny, sirs.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: That's two words.
JIM: Just mutiny, then.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Mutiny!
JIM: I heard them plotting. They mean to strike as soon as the
treasure is found.
DR. LIVESEY: Who? Who is their ringleader?

	
 

JIM: (Shattered by it:) It's Silver. Long Joan Silver herself.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Well, captain, you were right, and I
was wrong. I own myself an ass, and I await your orders.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: No more an ass than I, sir. I never
heard of a crew that meant to mutiny but what showed signs
before, for any man that had an eye in his head to see the
mischief and take steps according. But this crew beats me.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You're right—you're the bigger ass.
DR. LIVESEY: It's that Silver. A most remarkable woman.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: She'd look remarkably well hanged
from a yard-arm. (Beat.) We must go on. If I give the word to
turn back, they would rise at once... But we have time before
us—at least until this treasure's found. It'll come to blows
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sooner or later, but what I propose is to take time by the
forelock, as the saying is, and strike first—when they least
expect it. We can count on your servants, Mr. Trelawney?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: As upon myself.
JIM: Not Mistress Bean.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: My own servant?!
JIM: I heard her.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Damme, I never got my apple, did I?
DR. LIVESEY: I don't think an apple is the point.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I didn't say it was, I merely pointed
out that my own servants cannot be trusted.
DR. LIVESEY: Missus Sitwell, perhaps.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye—I'll ask her to fetch an apple,
first thing.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: That's not really an absolute test.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Two apples?
DR. LIVESEY: Jim—ye've spent time with the Squire's
servants, running errands and so forth—you must know them
better than anyone.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I think I would know them—
DR. LIVESEY: You know them only as employer. Jim as
friend. Tell us, lad—is there anything Missus Sitwell is afraid
of?
JIM: Aye Doctor, now that you mention it...
DR. LIVESEY: Yes?
JIM: She lives in mortal peril of a man in a chicken suit, sir.
DR. LIVESEY: Really?
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JIM: Aye—sometimes wakes up in the night, fearing a man in
a chicken suit with only one arm and a tea kettle on his head,
sir.
DR. LIVESEY: A tea kettle?
JIM: With a fish in it.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What kind of fish?
JIM: A haddock.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Curse me, we've only got smoked
kippers aboard.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Jim?
(A pause.)
JIM: I was lying, I just wanted to see if he'd go for it.
DR. LIVESEY: So there's no way to be sure.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I reckon there are the four of us, the
Bosun, the carpenter...maybe Missus Sitwell. Seven at best,
and one of them just a lad. They are eleven.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And to think that they're all English!
I could find it in my heart to blow up the ship.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: The situation's dire, I'll grant ye—but
there's no help for it till we know who stands with us. Lay to,
and whistle for a wind, that's my view.
DR. LIVESEY: And end up trapped in this cabin? Holding
the passageway 'gainst eleven bloodthirsty sea-wenches?
We'll not last a night.
JIM: There's another option.
ashore.

Silver mentioned a stockade

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Hand me that chart—no, the real one.
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DR. LIVESEY: You said you didn't want to know where it
was hid.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: The time for that has passed. Hand it
over.
DR. LIVESEY: Very well, but avert your eyes.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: What?
DR. LIVESEY: All of you. (To the audience:) You too. (Back to
the others:) No one is to look while I retrieve the map from its
dark and secret hiding place.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: So be it.
(Everyone covers their eyes. Dr. Livesy reaches into his jacket
pocket and takes out the map.)
DR. LIVESEY: You may open your eyes now.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Where...where was it hidden?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Is it smelly?
DR. LIVESEY: It was hidden where none might think to look
for it. I used reverse psychology.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Reversed...? You mean, you stuck it
up inside your—
DR. LIVESEY: No!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Give me the map. (He takes it
warily—fingertips:) There—marked clearly, a stockade. That's
our course, Gentlemen—take what guns, powder and shot we
can, sneak out under cover of night, into a longboat and haul
for shore.
DR. LIVESEY: A capital plan.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Wi' any luck, we'll make it ashore
before anyone sees us, hears the boat being lowered or our
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oars in the water; and none think to turn the ship and have at
us with the cannon.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: We're dead.
(Lights out.)
END OF ACT I
(During the intermission, someone in a chicken suit chases Mrs.
Sitwell across the stage and up and down the aisles. Just if
there's one handy, o'course.)
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ACT II
SCENE 1
(The Stockade—a rough log block house. Morning light shines
through the gun ports.
Sounds of GUNFIRE,
CANNONBALLS, SHOT WHISTLING PAST. Trelawney,
Livesy, Gray, Smollett, Sitwell, and Jim enter into the stockade,
screaming all the way and slam the door shut behind them.)
DR. LIVESEY: Wasn't too bad.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Did we lose anyone?
DR. LIVESEY: Aye, Tom Redruth, the carpenter.
(An approaching scream gets louder:)
The door!
(The Captain opens the door, as Tom Redruth runs in, full tilt,
screaming all the way. The Captain slams the door shut.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You made it.
TOM REDRUTH: Dem's dat knows 'ows I run, they wouldn't
a' believed as hows I'd dun it...but dems dat seed me do it,
they beleft.
SQUIRE
TRELAWNEY:
congratulations.

Whatever

you

just

said,

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: To the musket ports—quick! Dr.
Livesey take the north side, if you please; Tom, the east; Gray,
west.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I'll just curl up in the corner.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: We'll need you and Missus Sitwell
center—reloading. As a man passes you a musket, reload and
back to'em, quick as you can.
(They look out the musket ports in the walls.)
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MRS. SITWELL: In the middle, where any stray bullet
making it through any gun port is sure to pass.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Aye.
MRS. SITWELL: With an open barrel of gunpowder next to
us.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Aye.
MRS. SITWELL: I'm so glad I chose this side.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Any sign of 'em?
BOSUN GRAY: Movement in the trees!
(A gunshot rings out—everyone ducks.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Now the trees are shooting at us?!
(They fire back. A pause—the gunfire ceases.)
LONG JOAN SILVER: (Off:) Flag of truce!
DR. LIVESEY: That's Silver. She's holding a white flag.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Ten to one this is a trick.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: I'll take those odds.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Just an expression.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: You and your expressions!

	
 

DR. LIVESEY: (Yelling out the gun port:) What do you want
with your flag of truce?
LONG JOAN SILVER: (Off:) Cap'n Silver, sir, to come on
board and make terms.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Captain Silver? Never heard of him.

	
 

TOM REDRUTH: (To the others:) Cook to capting! Eh, dat
dere's affirmative action for yeh.
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LONG JOAN SILVER: (Off:) That'd be me, sir. These poor
ladies have chosen me cap'n, after your desertion, sirs. We can
come to terms—all I ask is your word, Cap'n Smollett, to let
me safe and sound out of the stockade, and one minute to get
out o' shot before a gun is fired.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I have not the slightest desire to talk
to you. If you wish to talk to me, you can come. If there's any
treachery, it'll be on your side, and the Lord help you.
LONG JOAN SILVER: (Off:) A word from you's enough. I
knows a gentleman, and you may lay to that.
(Silver enters, carrying a grubby white handkerchief tied to a
stick.)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: That's far enough. On the ground.
LONG JOAN SILVER: It's a main cold morning, to be sure,
sir, to sit upon the ground.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: You might have been sitting in your
galley, safe and warm. You're either my ship's cook and
treated handsome, or Cap'n Silver, a common mutineer and
pirate, and then you can go sit on the cold ground, and I hope
you get a cold bottom!
LONG JOAN SILVER: Ye'll have to give me a hand up again,
that's all.
(She sits.)
A sweet pretty place you have of it here. Ah, there's Jim! The
top of the morning to ye, Jim. Doctor, here's my service. Why,
there ye all are together like a happy family, in a manner of
speaking.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: If you have anything to say, woman,
better say it.
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LONG JOAN SILVER: We want that treasure, and we'll have
it. You'm would just as soon save yer lives, I reckon. I
propose a trade. Ye have the chart, haven't ye?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: That's as may be.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Although you don't want to know
where.
LONG JOAN SILVER: All contrarywise, that be exactly what
I want. Give us the chart to get the treasure and we'll offer
you a choice. Either ye come aboard along of us, and upon my
word of honour, we'll set ye somewhere safe ashore. Or if that
ain't to your fancy, some of my ladies having old scores on
account of your hiring an officer over-handy with a whip, then
you can stay here. We'll divide the ship's stores with you,
even-like, and the first ship I sight, I send 'em here to pick you
up.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Is that all?
LONG JOAN SILVER: Every last word, by thunder! Refuse
it, and ye've seen the last of me but musket-balls.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Then hear me. If you'll come up one
by one, unarmed, I'll engage to clap you all in irons and take
you home to a fair trial in England. If you won't, my name is
Alexander Smollett, and I'll see you all to Davy Jones. You
can't find the treasure. You can't leave the island—your ship's
in irons, Mistress Silver; you're on a lee shore, trapped, and
there's not a woman among you fit to sail her. I stand here
and tell you so; and they're the last good words you'll get from
me, for I'll put a bullet through your head when next I meet
you, trollop. Get out.
LONG JOAN SILVER: Give me a hand up.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Not I!
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LONG JOAN SILVER: Who'll give me a hand up?! (Beat.)
Jim?
(No one moves. Silver crawls to the doorway and pulls herself
up.)
Before an hour's out, I'll see your blood on the sand. Them
that die'll be the lucky ones.
(She exits.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: She's utterly wrong—surely dying is
unlucky. She got that backwards. No sense at all.
DR. LIVESEY: She said within the hour—d'ye think we have
time to—
LONG JOAN SILVER: (Off:) At 'em, all hands! Tear'em apart!
(More gunfire. Bosun Gray aims his musket—and it is snatched
from his grasp—a hand grabs him through the port!)
BOSUN GRAY: They're upon us!
(Muskets poke in through the gun ports and fire. Smoke fills the
air. Maria Lindsey appears in the doorway with a cutlass.)
MARIA LINDSEY: Kill'em all! Cut'em to pieces!
(Captain Smollett fires his pistol—she falls.)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: We're trapped in here! Out, lads, out,
and fight 'em in the open! Cutlasses!
(They exit. The muskets disappear from the port holes. The
sounds of fighting outside.)
DR. LIVESEY: (Off:) Round the corner, lads!
stockade!

Round the

JIM: (Off:) Look to your right, doctor! More of 'em!
(More fighting sounds:)
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TOM REDRUTH: (Off:) Dem be 'ere's an all! All's on rahnd
de corner!
DR. LIVESEY: (Off:) They're out the back, as well! Round the
next corner too, chaps!
(More fighting sounds:)
BOSUN GRAY: (Off:) They'm 'ere as well, blast'em! All the
way 'round!
DR. LIVESEY: (Off:) Next corner!
JIM: (Off:) They're here too!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: (Off:) Back in the stockade! Back in
the stockade!
(Everyone except Tom Redruth runs back in...including Tess
Morgan, who somehow hasn't realized she's joined the wrong
team. Mrs. Sitwell slumps against a wall—perhaps out of
breath, but unnoticed by the others.)
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Well, that was a fire drill.
(Dr. Livesy examines his coat—slashed with a sword cut. He
checks himself—no blood.)
DR. LIVESEY: Close it was, far too close.
BOSUN GRAY: Let's not be doin' that again!
TESS MORGAN: Aye, I almost got on the wrong side of 'em.
(A beat. Tess realizes at the same time as the others. Tess and
the Captain clash—a brief sword fight and she cuts his leg,
taking him down. As she's about to strike—the Squire stabs her
in the back with his cutlass.)
Oh bloody'ell.
(Tess dies.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Are you much injured, Captain?
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CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: It's not good, but I'll...Missus Sitwell?
MRS. SITWELL: I was hit.
(She takes her hand away from her stomach—she's bleeding.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Missus Sitwell!
(He catches her as she falls.)
MRS. SITWELL: I think I'm done for.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Don't talk rot woman, you'll be just...
(He checks:) Oh, that's bad. That's really, really—
DR. LIVESEY: Squire...
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: No, it's awful. I can see her inside
bits, and rather nasty they look too. This is beyond even your
art, Doctor. (To Sitwell:) You're going to die for sure, um... (He
doesn't know her first name:) Uh...Missus Sitwell.
MRS. SITWELL: Frances.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Frances.
(She dies.)
JIM: We lost Tom Redruth, too. He never made it back in.

	
 

(An approaching SCREAM outside:)

DR. LIVESEY: (Looking out:) No—there he is! Quick, the—
(A LOUD GUN SHOT—the SCREAM cuts off abruptly:)
Never mind.
(Dr. Livesy turns away—and realizes his jacket has been cut
open right at the pocket—he checks.)
The map! It fell! It's outside.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: My, you were scared.
(Bosun Gray dashes to a gun port:)
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BOSUN GRAY: They have it. They're running off.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Some of them—there's a couple of
'em will never run again.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: They'll take the treasure, and leave
us here.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: First ship that ever I lost.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And the treasure.
DR. LIVESEY: And Missus Sitwell.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: And the smelly one too. And my
apple!
JIM: Spy glass hill!
DR. LIVESEY: What of it?
JIM: The water barrels in the Hispaniola. Did you see them?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What water barrels?
JIM: Down in the orlop.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Not going to catch me going down
there. Euch.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: What about the water, Jim?
JIM: Green, and not much of it. If they're taking the ship,
they'll look to provision her, take on water for the voyage.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye. So?
JIM: They'll take her to a likely cove to set ashore with the
barrels. If we have a lookout on Spyglass Hill, we can sight
the anchorage, be on the shore to meet'em—pin'em down
while they're in the longboat, maybe even our odds.
DR. LIVESEY: With a barrel of luck, we could take the ship
back.
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SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: But who will take the risk? They
might have left a watch out there—whichever dashed fool
tries it will get shot trying to get clear of the stockade!
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: I'd go—but I can't, not with my leg
like this.
BOSUN GRAY: My duty is to my captain. They'll not risk
leaving us as witnesses—they mean to end us for sure. When
those beggars come back, I'll hold'em off as long as I can.
We'll go down fighting, we will.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: You're a good man, Gray. We'll be
over-run and cut down sure as eggs, but perhaps we'll take a
few of 'em with us.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: As I was saying, I'll go.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Aye, you and the Doctor—take the
lad, and make a run for it.
DR. LIVESEY: Shouldn't I stay and stitch up your leg?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: How clean are your hands?
(Livesy spits on them, wipes them off on his pants.)
DR. LIVESEY: Fair to middling.

	
 

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: (Declining the doctor's help:) I'll take
my chances.
DR. LIVESEY: As you wish.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Quickly—before the pirates come
back and kill them.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Good luck, Squire.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Aye. Any time. Let's go.
DR. LIVESEY: Our thoughts will be with you—
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Going!
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(Trelawney exits out the door. The doctor and Jim follow. A
beat.)
BOSUN GRAY: You said it, Cap'n. A ticklish business.
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: This doesn't tickle, Bosun.
BOSUN GRAY: Well, no sir, I just meant...(Beat.) You just
have no sense of humor, do you?
CAPTAIN SMOLLETT: Never saw the point to one, Bosun.
BOSUN GRAY: Fair enough.
(Lights out.)
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SCENE 2
(A dark and overgrown part of the Island. Squire Trelawney,
Dr. Livesy and Jim enter, single file, creeping through the
jungle. Behind Jim is JEN GUNN, following in step with the
others. She is dressed in rags, wearing a necklace of dead rats.
They do not see her.)
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: According to the map, it was uphill
all the way to the top... Shh!
DR. LIVESEY: Shh!
JIM: Shh!
JEN GUNN: Shh!
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: D'you get the feeling we're being
watched?
DR. LIVESEY: The island is supposed to be uninhabited.
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: Supposed to be.
JEN GUNN: It is uninhabited.
(They react.)
I should know, I've been here three years, never seen another
bleedin' soul! Hee hee!
DR. LIVESEY: Who are you?
SQUIRE TRELAWNEY: What are you?
JEN GUNN: The queen of the island, that's me! Lived here
alone, all alone for three long years. Wouldn't have a little bite
of cheese about you, would you?
DR. LIVESEY: Do you always greet strangers like that?
JEN GUNN: You missed the bit where I said I was all alone on
this forsaken isle?
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DR. LIVESEY: Just seems a bizarre greeting, is all.
mentioning.
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JIM: But how did you get here, ma'am?
JEN GUNN: Me shipmates! Me cruel shipmates—first they
doused me with brown paint!
JIM: Brown paint?
JEN GUNN: Then they covered me with red paint!
JIM: Red paint?
JEN GUNN: And then I was...MAROONED! Hee hee hee.
(Beat.) I spent three years working on that joke.
DR. LIVESEY: Couple more and you might make it funny.
JEN GUNN: Wouldn't have any cheese on you would you?
Three years I've been on this island, eating rats, no one for
company but rats and more rats...pining for a little taste of
home. Just a bit of cheddar to cut the taste of rat, is that too
much to ask for?
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